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Editorial

Chairman’s
message

The production of this issue has been eased by
the formation of an editorial panel which has
resulted in an inproved flow of articles submitted. However more are always welcome, and
will help to produce a high quality magazine to
the required deadlines.

A happy new year to you all and I hope that this
year proves to be a good year for queen mating
and bee improvment. As in the last BIM, I will
bring you up to date with what BIBBA’s elected
committee have been planning for 2010.

Another welcome development is the offer by
Roger Cullum-Kenyon to assist with the design
and layout of the magazine, which will enable
the editor to concentrate more on sourcing and
editing material.
At the time of writing Britain and its neighbours
are in the grip of a cold spell such as has not
been seen for decades. Such winters were commoner in BIBBA’s early days and were welcomed
by its founders for their selective effect on bee
colonies.
Articles in this issue should provide plenty of
food for thought for breeding from the survivors. Several articles are concerned with the
formation and running of local breeding groups.
As pointed out by Terry Clare, local groups can
achieve a synergy and continuity in practical
breeding not possible at either national committee or individual level.
Different types of small mating nucleus are
referred to in articles by John Harding, Dave
Cushman and Sandra Unwin. There is now a
sufficient variety of such mating hives, whether
purchased or home-made, to suit many different
requirements.
Philip Denwood

Jo Widdicombe, BIBBA’s Breeding Groups Secretary, reports that numbers of local breeding
groups around the country are increasing. He is
keen to improve communications between
groups so that they can share experiences and
report on their progress.
We hope to publish a year book this Spring
which should be very useful for our members to
contact other BIBBA members in their locality. It
will also include the Annual Report and a list of
BIBBA events for 2010. The membership list will
be confidential and will not be passed on to anyone else, only bona fide BIBBA members. If you
do not wish to be on the list in the Year Book
then you can opt out by informing David Allan
our Membership Secretary or tick the opt out
box when renewing your subscription.
Last Autumn two of our committee members,
Roger Patterson and Peter Edwards led a very
successful workshop on the Isle of Man. They
discussed selection criteria and different queen
rearing methodologies. They also spent time
helping to load “DrawWing” on members’ computers for wing analysis and even managed to
sort out software problems with the assistance
of two local experts. We plan a follow up visit
some time this year possibly extending it to
search for drone assembly areas, but the date of
this has yet to be decided.
The computer part of the above workshop was
so successful that we will be conducting a
DrawWing morphometry training week-end.
This will be on the Saturday afternoon of the
20th March and Sunday morning 21st March,
2010 at BBKA headquarters, Stoneleigh.
Numbers will be limited and places will go to
paid up BIBBA members and preferably to those
who volunteer to be regional co-ordinators of
local bee improvement groups. Delegates will
be expected to bring their own lap-tops. Costs
will be subsidised where appropriate and book-
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ings for this event will be organised by myself,
so e-mail sweetd@cardiff.ac.uk to reserve a
place.
BIBBA will be holding a conference in the Irish
Republic in early September at the Kilcoran
Lodge Hotel. Two of the exciting proposed
events will be a visit to Micheál Mac Giolla
Coda’s mating apiary and an outstanding
evening social. Precise dates, speakers and
other activities are still being considered, so
look out for more details in our Year Book.
The BIBBA AGM will be on Sunday morning the
18th April in the Royal Pavilion at the BBKA’s
Stoneleigh Spring Convention. There will be a
speaker from 10.00am then the AGM will start at
11.15am followed by a local breeding groups
forum/discussion. The post of Secretary is still
vacant and there will be some committee posts
for re-election.
If anyone would like to suggest ideas for BIBBA
to pursue then please let me or other committee
members know. We need more enthusiastic
members willing to actively participate especially
in local bee improvement groups.

damage and increased his colonies back to their
former numbers. There was a field full of mininucs arranged in threes and stretching ahead of
us, they were painted brightly and filled with
good-natured occupants (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Hives and mating nuclei at Cornbrook Farm.

To get the bees for the nucs, a brood box is sat
on a stand, which holds a large funnel with the
end inserted into a “multi-box” (Fig. 2). Each

Dinah Sweet

Cornbrook revisited
June 2009
Two years ago I wrote an article about a visit to
Cornbrook Bee Farm, run by Michael Collier in
Shropshire. It was 2007 the year of the floods
and the banks of the Severn and Avon broke.
This was a year Michael will never forget.
Not only was it a bad year to get queens mated
(there were many drone layers that year) and
honey crops were generally poor, but Michael
lost 35 hives swept away in the torrent of water.
And all this just before his planned open day at
Cornbrook. But against the odds, the day went
ahead as planned and it was a great success.
Two years on, another open day was arranged
and it was a very different picture. Not only was
the weather brilliant, but Michael has rebuilt the
4

Fig. 2 Stand for filling multi-box.

frame is shaken in turn to throw the bees down
into the funnel. A quick whiff of smoke and the
bees are all locked safely into the multi-box to
be taken to the nucleus boxes. They can be
kept in the multi-box for 24 hours to let them be
sure they are queenless.
Two years ago Michael used a truck with a long
trailer, which carried a huge tank with a pump
for the syrup feed. Now there is a huge well
equipped new shed with infrared lighting that
the bees can’t see. This is where Michael makes
up his nucs as the bees think its dark and are
less inclined to fly up. A row of prepared three
frame nucleus boxes are filled with a scoop of
bees and a feeder frame is given to each. Now
he can do it all in the comfort of a warm, dry
shed whatever the weather and I’m sure the
bees appreciate it too!
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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Michael makes his own 3 frame nucs during the
winter months (Fig. 3). He uses small nucs, but
larger than Apideas. These hold a few more
bees, and are more successful.

Fig. 3 Three-frame mating nuc with queen cell on top bar.
Photo: Peter Edwards.

Another way of dividing a full hive into nucs is
the Vince Cook method. Michael demonstrated
this for us. A circle of nucleus boxes was laid
out with a brood box in the middle (Fig. 4).

be bought, with full explanations of their use
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Apidea mating nucs for sale. Photo: Peter Edwards.

Richard Jackman (Chairman of the Bee Instrumental Insemination Group and BIBBA Committee Member) was also there again this year with
his insemination equipment (Fig. 6). He gave a

Fig. 6 Richard Jackman demonstrating I.I.

Fig. 4 Circular placement of nuclei.

demonstration and explanations of the procedures involved in the insemination of queens
(Figs. 7-8). The queens are anaesthetised with

Each nuc was given two frames complete with
bees and a feeder in each. All remaining bees
were knocked out of the brood box onto the
grass in the middle of the circle. They dispersed
equally into the nucs. One box of course held
the queen; this can be removed if too many bees
discover her!
Meanwhile other demonstrations were also
going on in other parts of the field.
Grafting larvae was demonstrated in a tent
nearer the house and beekeepers could try their
hand. There was also a stall where some very
well made nucleus hives could be bought for
£35.00 along with other equipment.
Apidea and queen raising equipment could also
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

Fig. 7 Queen insemination. Photo: Dave Cushman.

carbon dioxide and after the procedure they are
laid out in a cage to recover. The CO2 triggers
egg laying within a day or two. It mimics the effect of CO2 built up in the muscles during mating flights; this is necessary to promote egg
laying after natural mating. To further promote
5
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Local Queen
Programme

Fig. 8 Exposure of drone semen. Photo: Dave Cushman.

this the queens are dosed with CO2 the day
before insemination as well as on the day.
Drones must have reached full sexual maturity
and this is when they are ten to fifteen days old.
They must have flown for about five days to
ensure their maturity. But not all drones produce enough semen and some may be sterile,
so plenty must be collected on the day.
Michael has also been doing some experimenting of his own, looking for varroa resistance in
bees, using nitrogen to kill a small patch of
brood to see how fast his bees will remove dead
larvae, and so demonstrate hygienic behaviours
Fig. 9). Some interesting results were found
with larvae being quickly removed.

Fig. 9 Patch of killed brood in varroa resistance test.
Photo: Peter Edwards.

It’s been hard work for Michael, but he had the
support and help of good friends to make the
day a great event. His family also were fully
involved. Michael’s father was a beekeeper
before him and is there for help and advice. His
mother and friends turned out in force to make
sure the day was again one to remember. They
put in a great deal of hard work providing a
huge amount of food and hospitality.
There were approximately 100 people thought
to have been invited and they all turned up.
What a back-up team! A lot of grateful beekeepers went home well impressed and very happy.
Sandra Unwin
6

Despite not yet having full coverage there has
been considerable response to the Local Queen
Programme. I have had responses from a variety
of different situations including someone whose
local BKA is pushing imported queens and wants
to do something herself, and a BKA where the
bees in the teaching apiary and locality are very
bad tempered and they want to try to improve
the whole situation. I have found it quite encouraging that many beginners are looking at
using local bees rather than just buying imported queens, or bees with imported queens in
them. This is a very different approach than in
the past.
One thing is clear and that is that many beekeepers, usually the better ones, have tried imports and have quickly realised they are largely
unsuited to our conditions, and rather than pack
up beekeeping have looked at the alternatives.
They are often happy to accept that although
native bees are in short supply there is a good
possibility that the bees in their area can be
improved considerably by careful selection and
rigorous culling. Luckily I am able to tell them
about my own situation where I have fairly easily
been able to develop near-native bees from very
variable mongrelised stock.
I have given or am booked to give several lectures and demonstrations and the content is
developing depending on the situation needed.
They can include selection criteria, queen rearing and morphometry. Peter Edwards and I
spent a whole weekend with the Isle of Man BKA
which was very successful. Of course most
other events are very much reduced, but are
often followed up with a further booking.
We still need to develop the Local Queen Programme, and I would welcome contact with
other beekeepers or BKA’s, so if yours is not
using local bees and could do with some encouragement to do so then please contact me. We
will need to rely on BIBBA membership to spread
the word.
When time allows I am trying to get information
onto the BIBBA website. For this I need articles
about bee breeding, queen rearing and associated subjects. I am sure there is a lot of information out there, and if it is good then perhaps
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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we all ought to know about it, so if you have
anything that might be helpful, or different, then
please let me have it. I have already modified
the text of the “John Harding Method” that appeared in BIM to suit the website, and already
several people have told me they are going to
use it. Even if you don’t think you are good at
writing things down please contact me and we
will try to find a way round it.
If you or your BKA is interested in finding out
more about the Local Queen Programme then
please visit www.bibba.com or contact Roger
Patterson 01403 790 637 or 07976 306 492 for
further details.
Roger Patterson

Assessment
of colonies
Introduction
The keeping of records for “bee improvement” is
quite different from what is required for general
beekeeping management. In managing a colony
we may need to know such things as the age of
the queen, whether marked, details of any
swarm control and perhaps any health problems
in the colony. Whilst all this information is important, if any attempt is being made to select
and thereby improve the quality of our bees, a
different set of data is required. We need information on how the colony performs (honey production, temper, etc.) so that we can compare
one colony with another, and thus can select
for further breeding according to a colony’s
characteristics.
These two approaches have little in common and
call for totally different record cards. When I
started beekeeping I began by keeping a few
notes in a book about each colony and I can
remember buying ready-made record cards as
an advance on my earlier system. I soon got
quite disillusioned with what was on offer. On
one extreme were very simplistic cards with a
few headings for details of colony at the top and
then three columns, “Date”, “Remarks” and
“Feed”. Looking at my old records, I can see that
I used them purely as a management record,
“Swarmed”, “Queenless”, “frame eggs added”,
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

“2 queen cells produced”. This was useful
information for management but of no value in
selecting the best stocks.
It was not long before I discovered BIBBA (the
British Isles Bee Breeders’ Association, as it was
then) and I got my hands on their record cards,
designed, I think, by Beowulf Cooper. These
cards, I soon found out, represented the other
extreme in record-keeping with a very complicated system calling for untold detail and
assessment. I expect there are still people using
these types of cards, but for me it was far too
difficult and still did not give me the information
I needed. For example there are columns for
“non-jumping”, “non-running”, “non-stinging”,
and “non-following”, each one to be marked
out of 10.
This was too difficult and time-consuming for
me to assess but I was fascinated by BIBBA’s
ideas. It was not long before half a dozen of us
were forming a group to launch a breeding
programme. Everything seemed to be going
well until someone asked what stock we were
going to use to breed from. I had done a few
morphometry tests on some of my bees and was
delighted and excited to find that they came out
quite well on the near-native side of things.
Unfortunately I had not done much other assessment of my bees and had very little idea of their
performance. I suddenly realised the importance of record-keeping in the assessment of
colonies, or more accurately, in the assessment
of queens (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Good black bees, but what is their performance like?

What qualities to assess?
So now I had a project on my hands – to design
a record card that was simple to use, and that
gave a meaningful assessment of the qualities of
our queens. The first thing I needed to decide
was what qualities were important. Brother
Adam, in his book, Breeding the Honeybee
(1987), lists four primary qualities (fecundity,
7
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industry or foraging zeal, resistance to disease,
and disinclination to swarm), 12 secondary qualities, and 7 qualities which influence management. As if 23 qualities in total were not bad
enough, when I started to look at the details I
soon realised that assessment of most of them
was close to impossible, “longevity”, “wingpower” and “keen sense of smell”, for example.
Simplicity is not just important from the “ease of
use” point of view of a record keeping system
but it is also important in a breeding programme. Keeping things simple and selecting
for just a few qualities is more likely to achieve
success than selecting for many qualities. If we
were just selecting for one characteristic we
would expect the chances of success to be high.
Even Varroa resistance could be achieved if no
other qualities mattered, so a bee may be produced that had resistance or at least tolerance to
Varroa but was useless to the beekeeper in every
other way. It may, for example be very swarmy
and honey production may be negligible.
I was determined to keep it simple and so I
thought about what are the really important
qualities that we want in our bees. The answer I
came to was ”good temper” and “high honey
production”. Not everybody will agree with
these two but the vast majority will. Good temper is important for ease and pleasure of working with the bees, as well as the safety of the
general public, which should not be ignored.
One could argue for other qualities such as low
propolis use as this also makes for ease of management, but I would say that this is a secondary
quality which could be selected for later on,
after we have got the main ones right
.
Most other qualities will ultimately be reflected
in “honey production” such as fecundity, foraging zeal and health, so do we need to select for
anything else? Some qualities are very difficult
to measure, but honey production is easy, so
why bother with too much detail? To a large extent I agree with this but there are two qualities
which, although they will get reflected in honey
production, are so important and have such a
bearing on it that, I feel, need to be assessed in
their own right. One of these is “swarming” or
“low propensity to swarm” which has such a
major effect on honey production that it needs
to be given some priority (Fig. 2).
The other quality that we consider worthy is
“health” and we also can use this category to slip
in any secondary quality that we fancy. Thus I
now call this category “health/brood pattern” so
colonies with lots of chalk brood or very spotty
8

Fig. 2 Low propensity to swarm –
an important quality in honey production.

brood patterns can be marked down, whereas a
healthy block of brood would be marked up. We
are not in a position to measure whether a good
brood pattern is reflected in a high honey production, so should we be selecting for it? A good
brood pattern may or may not be important, but
I am prepared to defend it from an aesthetic
point of view. We want our queens to look good
as well as be productive. It helps to convince
people of their quality. In this last category, I
like to think, we could feed in any other qualities
that perhaps we wanted to give more emphasis
to. For example, if we suddenly felt excessive
propolis use was becoming a problem, we could
include it here (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 A good brood pattern – aesthetically pleasing?
A sign of quality?

So, to conclude, our list of important qualities
so far:
Temper.
Low propensity to Swarm.
Health/brood pattern.
Honey production.
Purity of race
By assessing the qualities of our bees we can
soon build up a picture of which colonies have
the qualities that we would like to reproduce.
The general guidance must be to breed from
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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one’s best colonies. However, there is one more
thing to consider and that is which colonies are
likeliest to produce offspring most resembling
their parents. If a cross is made between two
animals of unknown mixed ancestry, for example two mongrel dogs, the litter produced will be
very variable and may not even bear a close
resemblance to either parent. A cross between
two pedigrees of the same breed, on the other
hand, will produce offspring very like their parents. The principle behind pedigree breeding is
that you know more or less what you are going
to get and so, through careful selection,
improvements can be made to the qualities
we require.
Of course, one of the problems with our honey
bees is that generally they are very genetically
mixed due to 150 years of importing queens.
Therefore breeding within a single race has additional problems. One way that things could be
improved would be to try to discourage imports
of bees in to our area. Over a period of time
through natural selection, if nothing else, the
bees which survived in the area would at least
be ones well adapted to the local conditions. In
many areas it has been noted that there is a tendency for bees to gradually revert to a bee resembling the original natives. It has been
suggested that the genes for dark colouration
are dominant to those for lighter colouring, but
it is fair to say that it is not just colour but other
dominant characteristics tend to resemble those
of the native bee as well. For example, the typical native brood pattern with arches of pollen
and honey around the brood nest tend to reappear compared to the solid frames of brood with
little or no stored pollen as often seen with
imported queens.
It makes sense to try to work with nature rather
than against so there is a good case for selecting bees that are native or more accurately (for
most of us) “near-native”. Any effort to maintain
a different sub-species or strain is likely to meet
with frustration, as many people have experienced. Some people argue that the native bee
does not have the qualities that they want. The
fact is that the native bee is the greatest survivor
(which is a good start) and within the variability
of the race we can find every quality that we
could wish for. It is just a matter of selecting
and improving to bring out the qualities that we
want. Bear in mind that, with one or two exceptions, no sustained attempt has been made to
improve the quality of our native bee so far, the
only method of improvement to date being to
import queens from abroad.
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

A short-term improvement may be experienced
but, over time, a deleterious effect occurs as it
results in more mixing of our bees and less
chance of producing quality offspring.
Another problem of selecting bees of native or
near-native type may be that nothing in the area
has any resemblance to the native bee. I would
suggest that you discourage imports into the
area and keep selecting from the best colonies
according to performance. The bees in the area
will gradually homogenise and offspring will
start to become more reliable over time. You
will gradually be developing a truly local bee. I
would encourage any tendencies towards native
colour and characteristics as that should make
the whole selection process faster and more
reliable.
How do we select for purity of race?
There are three methods of assessing the purity
of race of a colony of bees, in order of increasing accuracy:
1.
2.
3.

Appearance.
Morphometry.
DNA Analysis.

A colony can be assessed by its appearance and
then for greater accuracy checked using the
techniques of morphometry or DNA Analysis.
The native bee (Apis mellifera mellifera) is a
dark bee with no orange bands at the top of the
abdomen and can easily be compared with bees
of Italian origin (Apis mellifera ligustica) which
do have one or more orange bands. Many colonies of mixed race consist of a mixture of black
bees and banded bees. One problem with visual
assessment is that there are other races of dark
bees, in particular the Carnica (or Carniolan) bee
(Apis mellifera carnica). The Carnica bee often
has quite large grey bands on the abdomen and
also as one becomes more familiar with the
races, the body shape varies being finer and not
so broad as A.m.m..
The appearance of the bee can really only be
taken as the first guide to race and generally
needs backing up with one of the other techniques for accuracy. Samples of bees from
prospective breeding colonies should be tested
morphometrically (or if available by DNA analysis) in order to confirm that native or “near-native” stock is, in fact, being used.
(N.B. This article cannot go into the details of
morphometry techniques and DNA Analysis for
reasons of time and space. Perhaps morphometry could be the basis for another article.)
9
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Details of assessing colonies for the five
selected qualities.

1

To sum up, the simple method of record-keeping which has been arrived at consists of assessing colonies on a 1-5 basis for five different
qualities:

N.B. This can only be regarded as a rough guide
and for breeding purposes purity of race should
be checked with morphometry or DNA Analysis.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purity of race (re the native bee).
Temper.
Low propensity to swarm.
Health/brood pattern.
Honey production.

A combined score (out of 25) could be calculated, for statistical reasons, in order to monitor
the progress of bee improvement over time. For
breeding purposes the scores would be looked
at individually for each characteristic, as some
qualities may be regarded as more important
than others.
The simplicity of the system means that standardisation in the marking system will be much
easier to be achieve than in a much more
complex system where few people are likely to
produce similar results. This is particularly
important where queens are being distributed
to large numbers of beekeepers for assessment
(Fig. 4).

2. Temper
5
4
3
2
1

3. Swarming
This is more difficult to fit on a 1 to 5 scale. A
colony would be awarded a ‘3’ as a standard
score and then adjusted according to what
happens during season.
5

3
2

Assessment details
1. Purity of race
The colony is assessed by appearance by scanning one’s eyes over the bees on the comb, paying particular attention to the colour at the top
of the bees’ abdomens. The colony is marked
according to the approximate percentage of
dark bees compared to light (orange banded
bees). The extent of orange banding (1, 2 or 3
rings, etc.) on individual bees is not relevant.
Thus:
5
4
3
2
10

Almost all black/dark.
Over 75% black/dark.
Over 50% black/dark.
Over 25% black/dark.

Bees calm, little movement on comb, no
stinging.
Excitable (lot of movement) on combs,
but little or no stinging.
Very nervous/excitable (hanging in
clusters off comb) &/or some stinging.
Aggressive, lot of stinging, but do not
follow when hive closed down.
V aggressive, repeated stinging
attempts, persistent following after hive
closed.

(Could award 5* for extremely docile colonies.)

4

Fig. 4 Queen Record Card used by Bee Improvement Programme
for Cornwall.

Less than 25% dark bees (that is, almost
all have orange bands).

1

If no swarming in 1st or 2nd full season
and/or queen is superseded mark 5.
If swarm cells (with larvae) do not appear
in first full season mark 4 (thus start
next season with 4).
Give standard mark of 3 until swarming
preparations take place or no swarming
preparations made.
If colony prepares to swarm in 1st full
season but been short of space mark 2.
If colony prepares to swarm in 1st full
season but has plenty of space mark 1.

(N.B. Queen cups are of no significance.)
4. Health/brood pattern
Use mark of 3 as an average. Mark a good solid
brood pattern higher than poor scattered brood.
Mark down for chalk brood or any other health
problems and add comments.
5. Honey Yield
Use guesstimate system kg or lb and if possible
compare to other colonies in same apiary. Thus,
record quantity of honey removed and convert
to 1-5 figure, 3 being average for season and 5
being best.
There could be variation in the way bees are
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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treated, for example, some people prefer not to
use smoke, but the assessment is just on how
the bees are behaving. Note could be made of
fact “no smoke used” or “pouring with rain”, for
example, which may explain behaviour. It is a
fact that some colonies are so gentle that smoke
seems unnecessary. However, I still prefer to
have smoke available, if not for subduing the
bees, then at least for gently driving them from
comb ends or away from box tops when closing
down.
Manual or computerised systems?
Records can be kept manually using one record
card per queen or a card could be designed to
record the five qualities of every colony inspected on one sheet. This data could then be
transcribed to individual record cards on returning home. Alternatively the data could be input
into a computerised system.
The Bee Improvement Group (BIG) Stud Book has
been developed by Peter Edwards and was based
on the BIBBA Stud Book created in Microsoft
Excel by Stephen Loughborough. It is designed
to allow the recording and analysis of assessment data for an unlimited number of queens.
The programme offers the use of a large number
of traits, the flexibility to pick and choose which
ones the user requires, and the opportunity of
adding new ones as desired. It can be downloaded from the BIBBA website and amended as
is thought fit.
Conclusion
I have described how I have arrived at my system
of record keeping, borrowing from the ideas of
others as well as developing my own. It is inevitable that different beekeepers and breeding
groups will wish to develop their own systems
which emphasise those aspects that are important to them. There is no right or wrong with
record keeping but we should be guided by simplicity of use and by ease of standardisation in
assessments by different beekeepers. This is
particularly important in a group situation where
queens are being offered out to numerous beekeepers for assessment. Complicated systems
are difficult to use and it is unlikely that beekeepers will be able to assess colonies to the
same standards.
Jo Widdicombe
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The BIBBA
record card –
an historical note
Jo Widdicombe’s article in this issue raises some
important problems in the design and use of
record cards, and proposes some solutions. It is
hoped that this will stimulate further debate,
and in this spirit I offer my recollections of the
original BIBBA record card, which was designed
by Beowulf Cooper after consultation with many
authorities in continental Europe, and in collaboration with George Sommerville and others. This
card was the standard BIBBA record card until
Beowulf’s death in 1982, after which it was supplemented by a much simplified version promoted by Ken Ibbotson and others. The reason
for this simplification was essentially the same
as that mentioned by Jo — the confusion felt by
many beekeepers at the complication of the
original version.
Jo rightly distinguishes between record-keeping
for management and for selection (breeding)
purposes, and points out that many simple
cards on the market are just a (rather crude)
management tool. In fact the BIBBA card was
intended to be used for both management and
selection. I still have some of the cards filled in
by Beowulf (see Fig 1), and it is clear that most
of the time he used them for management
purposes, simply writing a record of what he
had done at a particular manipulation across the
card, ignoring the boxes. He would typically go
right through the brood nest of a stock twice in
a season — sometimes less often. While doing
so he would appear to be in a trance, and if
asked would say, “I’m counting”. He would be
counting in order to fill in the numerical scores
in each box, or in as many as seemed relevant.
Because he inspected so seldom, his scientific
background (as well as his “train-spotting” mentality) told him he had to record in numerical
form as precisely as was practicable.
The complaint that the record card was too
complicated was often made in Beowulf’s time.
George Sommerville used to reply, “You don’t
have to fill in every box every time you open a
hive. Just record what you can, when you can.
Even a small amount of numerical information is
worth many lines of notes.” George had trained
himself to go through a brood nest and fill in
the relevant boxes in two minutes.
11
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Fig. 1 Original BIBBA record card with breeding and management records entered by Beowulf Cooper.

The choice of characters to record, including
things like “non-jumping”, seemed bizarre to
many. The rationale was that the characters
were a) countable, and more importantly, b)
inheritable. Individually the results of one or a
few genes, they were the components of more
subjective and/or complex but less directly
inheritable characters like “temper” or “honey
production”. Leaflets accompanying the cards
gave guidance on how to arrive at the numerical
scores, and workshops were held at which
certificates were awarded to successful
candidates.
At a BIBBA conference in Cardiff, National Bee
Advisor Vince Cook offered the opinion that the
only character which really matters and is worth
recording is honey production — by definition if
that is good, then the colony is good. It was
pointed out to him that the heritability of honey
production from one generation to the next is in
fact very low, as shown in studies by Prof. Bienefeld in Germany. This is largely for the very
reason that it is influenced by a host of genetic,
environmental and management factors. It was
also pointed out that the best honey producers
are typically F1 hybrids between races or strains.
12

This is the basis of the Buckfast system of
breeding, following similar practices with other
livestock. More subtly, we should perhaps be
looking for a bee which produces less honey
than average in a glut year (when prices are
low), but more in a dearth year (when prices are
high), which seems to be the case with the Irish
Galtee strain, for example. The BIBBA record
card, being a management as well as a breeding
tool, has a box for recording how much honey is
taken (and another for how much is left behind),
but Beowulf and his associates would seldom
have used this as an important criterion for
selection.
Philip Denwood
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Groups:
a co-operative
approach to
conservation and
improvement
Introduction
Beekeeping is so often practised on a solitary
basis with the beekeeper sometimes struggling
to carry out operations because of physical or
time limitations. How much better for two
people to work together and make it easier to
lift heavy supers and brood boxes as well as
covering absences due to holidays, illness and
the like. In any case, two people can bounce
ideas off each other and an extra pair of eyes
may notice something which a solitary beekeeper can miss – especially that extra queen
during supersedure!
It is noticeable that over the last ten years, many
of my students have formed beekeeping partnerships and seem to get more enjoyment out of
their hobby without worrying as to whether they
will have time to carry out necessary operations
on time. In some of these partnerships the beekeeping has evolved into queen raising. Such
partnerships may then be the beginning of a
possible
breeding group.
What is a breeding group?
So what is a breeding group? Essentially it is
two or more people with a common purpose in
producing good quality mated queens. The
group shares all tasks such as routine operations, assessment, records, selection, drone
production, grafting, nuclei maintenance, starter
and finisher colonies etc. However, dependent
on the number of participants, a group may be
classified as small or large.
A small group will include two to four individuals who will undertake all the necessary tasks.
On the Continent there are many such groups
sometimes producing as many as 3,000 queens
a year. Often German farmers have relatively
small holdings necessitating them to supplement their income by perhaps working in a
nearby factory but a few find queen rearing an
interesting and profitable alternative.
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

Fig. 1 Some members of the Medway and North Kent
Bee Breeding Group.

A large group with, say, more than five members
allows specialisation and so can exploit the
varied experience of the members. For example, novice beekeepers who have successfully
completed the BBKA’s Introductory Course adapt
quickly to simple tasks such as “charging”
Apideas or routine feeding. Beginning in this
way it does not take long before they are able to
undertake some of the more technical work.
Experienced members are then able to concentrate on the more demanding tasks such as
grafting, banking and the like. By specialising
on a specific task each individual can raise their
skill levels and be more productive. Because
they are part of a team they enjoy the companionship and learn from each other. It is surprising how quickly relative newcomers start
inserting cells or marking and clipping. Some
however prefer to specialise solely in something
such as record keeping or morphometry. I know
a married couple in one group who only want to
charge and maintain the Apideas, much to the
delight of the other members. As experience
and numbers build up it becomes possible for
the group to consider instrumental insemination
and microscopical examination for parasites
such as nosema and acarine.
Options for queen rearing and mating
So what options does a group have when
deciding how to organise its queen rearing and
mating? There are two possible approaches but
these are dependent on the group having a
mating apiary. The first option is for a member
or members to produce virgin queens in their
own apiaries and then transport the queens in
mini-nucs or nuclei to the mating apiary for
mating with the selected drones. The advantage
of this approach is that individual cell raisers
13
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with colonies in their gardens or nearby can
more easily keep to the necessary timetable
constraints. However, it does have a number of
possible drawbacks as it makes it possible for
undesirable drones to be accidentally introduced
at the mating, in addition to the danger of
transporting disease. The second option is to
produce the queens on the mating site; but
again this is not perfect as it will mean siting
more colonies and increase the amount of
travelling. Choices are difficult — one group
compromises by producing queens on site, but
also allows members to bring some of their
home-produced virgin queens for mating. The
same group has extended this offer on a limited
basis to another breeding group.
Mating apiaries
One of the most difficult questions for a group
is deciding where to site its breeding apiary.
The immediate reaction is that it is impossible to
find an isolated site within reasonable travelling
distance. A careful examination of a map (especially one showing contours) is invaluable in
researching the possibilities. As a result of this
several English sites have been established in
the Peaks, the Pennines and the Isle of Sheppey
amongst others, and similar situations are found
in Wales, Scotland and both parts of Ireland.
Techniques such as drone flooding and late
mating can make a relatively insecure site useable. The latter is only possible if A.m.mellifera
is used in say an A.m.ligustica area — sp. mellifera flies at lower temperatures and, it is
thought, at lower altitudes, as well as usually
holding its drones later into the season. It is
important to persuade any beekeepers within a
few miles to re-queen regularly with the group’s
queens. The question of forage should always
be taken into account; if there are insufficient
flows of nectar and especially pollen near the
apiary site then artificial feeding will be required
at all times. The breeding apiary should have at
least four drone colonies containing the highest
scoring queens. Finally, keep the location of the
site as secret as possible — unfortunately there
are more thieves around than we care to
acknowledge. My own group’s main site is
fortunately secured by gates, heavy hedging
plus CCTV and a 24 hour caretaker, but we once
had queens stolen at an open day.
Working together
When forming a Breeding group it is essential
that all involved are quite clear and transparent
in what they want to do and achieve. There
must be agreement. Otherwise disaster looms.
14

A group must decide how new members are
added, for example, it could be by invitation
only. Two examples of what can happen: one
group elected a new Chairman whose first
decision was to abandon the isolated mating site
(as he felt it cost too much time and money) and
instead to produce “commercial” (scrub?) queens
locally. A member of another group in his
capacity as the local association chairman
announced to his local association that he was
arranging as a service to its members the bulk
purchase of “Buckfast” queens — this in a dark
bee area. It is important that group members
are transparent and honest and should have
some knowledge and acceptance of each other’s
approaches to beekeeping. In this context it is
very important for the more experienced to educate other members in, for example, the differences between the various sub species.
Every group develops different ways of working
but again the system must be agreed by consensus. Small group members will probably each
carry out the necessary tasks. As already indicated, large groups will have specialists for each
task. Who does what will be decided by individual preference, skills, availability and group
requirements but it is important that individual
members, if they wish, are allowed to vary
their jobs.
There is one requirement that can give rise to
discord and that is commitment. Each member
must be ready to assist the group in following
its timetable. A large group can help in this
respect by having weekday teams and weekend
teams. There is no place for someone who
merely wishes to use the group to obtain queens
or knowledge or aggrandisement. What is difficult is when a group relies on just a few of its
members to undertake most of the work. Once
the group is established it should be open to
new people, but admittance should only be with
the agreement of all its existing members.
Communication, records and funding
The ongoing success of the group depends very
much on communication but frequent meetings
are an enormous “turn-off” as most beekeepers
worthy of the name prefer doing rather than
talking. However occasional planning and
review meetings are essential — it helps if a
group has a rota of members to take turn in
hosting such meetings. All breeding timetables
should be circulated to members. A log book
must be kept at the mating site so that the work
at each visit is recorded. Other information such
as morphometry, breeding and assessment
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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results should be circulated, preferably by email.
Everyone must understand the importance of
keeping and maintaining accurate records.
Galtee as the largest BIBBA group even produces
its own magazine which puts most other beekeeping publications to shame.
Often when a group is first established, equipment is loaned or donated; this should be documented so as to avoid any dissension later. The
group, once established, should be self- funding
by subscription, donations and queen sales, and
perhaps the running of courses, such as
morphometry workshops. Other funding may be
possible from such sources such as local authorities, conservation groups, commercial organisations (“Co-op”) and even local beekeeping
associations. On the bee farm where my own
group has its mating apiary an observation hive
is maintained and alongside it there is an
explanation of the importance of the dark bee
plus a donation box.
Beekeeping so often seems to be the refuge of
those with political ambitions who have been unsuccessful in other spheres. Barrack-room
lawyers also seem to be a feature of beekeeping
organisations. Constitutions seem to be a catalyst for such individuals and so the temptation is
to avoid them. However, a simple “agreement”
or “understanding” helps in order that everyone
understands where they stand. The accompanying article shows such an agreement used very
successfully for many years by a large group.
In order to avoid any possible conflict or unpleasantness, it is important to establish some
sort of rapport with the local association or
associations otherwise there may be accusations
of splitting, rivalry or division. Unfortunately,
some association officials are very sensitive to
losing direct control over beekeepers and beekeeping activities in the area which they regard
as their fiefdom.
Rewards of running breeding groups
So having described what a group is and how it
may operate, there is an outstanding question.
Members give time and effort but what do they
get in return? Obviously the satisfaction of
conserving and improving our native bee. Their
tangible reward is receiving queens for their own
use. My own group supplies two queens each
year to each active or full member (subscribing)
and two queens to each associate (non-active
but subscribing) member. All further queens are
shared between full members and any surplus
can be sold. An important proviso is that all
those who receive queens must keep a record in
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

a form required by the group and these records
must be available at the end of the season for
review. The group retains the right to take
grafts from any high-scoring queens.
Conclusion
Sadly, over the years, many successful breeding
operations have disappeared when the breeder
has died. A breeding group overcomes this
difficulty and provides continuity. However, a
word of warning: a group dominated by one
personality can end up the same way and so it is
vital that leadership is shared and all members’
skills are developed.
Hopefully you will now go ahead and form a
group. All that has been described is based on
the experience of my mainly my own group but
also some others. In my group’s early years
much very useful advice was given by Albert
Knight and Micheál Mac Giolla Coda without
which it would have been difficult to conceive of
any success. As part of my lecture programme
over the years I have been very privileged to
explain the importance of groups and this has
encouraged some groups to be organised — this
article has been influenced by the feedback that
I have received. Groups are the bed-rock of
BIBBA. It is only with a network of groups that
BIBBA’s aims and objectives can be furthered.
BIBBA have an active Group Secretary who would
be delighted to hear from any new or existing
group. His contact details are Jo Widdicombe
(email: groups@bibba.com)
Terry Clare

A suggested
model agreement
for a local bee
breeding group
1) The Group to be known as the “ Medway and
North Kent Bee Breeding Group” but informally
may be known as the “Medway Bee Breeders”.
15
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2) Membership is open to all residents of Medway and North Kent but the Group may agree to
accept residents of other areas.
3) Membership Classes are:
a) Full
b) Associate
4) Membership duties and benefits are:
a) Full: To actively participate in the government and work of the Group. Each Full member will have one vote at all meetings of the
Group and be entitled (subject to availability)
to his/her personal requirements for mated
queens for which subsequently records (in a
form determined by the Group) must be kept.
b) Associate: To be entitled each year and
subject to availability to two mated queens
for which records (in a form determined by
the Group) must be kept. Subsequently the
Group (by arrangement) may obtain or remove eggs, larvae, queen cells or drones for
breeding purposes from colonies headed by
such queens.
5) Subscriptions for each class will be determined at least annually or more frequently as
determined by the Group.
6) The Group may elect a Convenor, Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and Technical Advisor at least
annually or more frequently if it so determines.
7) All members will be encouraged to be members of BIBBA and should be members of a local
Beekeeping Association, BBKA or BFA.
8) The Group will be associated with Medway
Beekeeping Association and be a Group of
BIBBA.
9) The Group Full Members will be Trustees for
all monies, property owned in its name or that
of nominated trustees, for loaned or borrowed
or hired property and equipment.
Terry Clare
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A local queen
rearing group
My local BKA, the Wisborough Green Division
of the West Sussex BKA, has been completely
transformed in the last 5 years. We have trebled
in numbers with well over 100 active members. I
attended 18 apiary meetings in 2009 and there
were less than 50 attendees on only one occasion, with over 70 on several. We currently have
around 30 colonies in our teaching apiary, and
we need them in order to give as many attendees as possible a chance to handle a colony.
Very often a colony will be opened four or five
times on the same day, so our bees need to be
well behaved. We have 10 approved Demonstrators with about six groups at each
demonstration.
The vast majority have had three full seasons
or less of beekeeping, and many are potentially
very good beekeepers. Our future is extremely
healthy and amongst the better ones there is a
thirst to improve. This gives us a problem in
continually finding something new for them to
do. We are now in the lucky position of having
a succession of members so we can organise
special interest groups.
With the rapid increase in beginners we need a
regular supply of nuclei and queens. To many
beekeepers bees are bees are bees, but our
members are used to the good tempered and
easily managed colonies in our teaching apiary.
For that reason we try to supply similar bees
rather than let them buy on the open market,
which are more than likely to be headed by
imported queens. We have all heard the stories
of the five frame nuc that exploded in a few
weeks and swarmed, then starved in the winter.
We try to warn our members of this, but sadly
a few don’t listen.
Until now I have supplied the queens myself
from selected stock that I have written about
elsewhere. In fact most of the bees in our teaching apiary came from the same source. I tried to
get a queen rearing group going a couple of
years ago but it failed, largely because the
participants didn’t read what was given them,
and seemed to think all they had to do was turn
up and take home queens. We now have a much
better situation, and I put a note in the newsletter telling members we were starting a queen
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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rearing group, and telling them they had to
know the life cycle of the queen, be able to see
eggs and tell the age of larvae to take part. With
a little bit of coaxing the result was fifteen
names and all good or potentially good
beekeepers.
We had a meeting on a Sunday afternoon where
I told them what I was aiming for and went
through the various options. My intention was
to use several methods so they had experience
of them, and I was hoping they would decide
what they wanted to do. They are all normally
positive people and I expected them to go for
everything, but to my surprise they said, “You
tell us what you want us to do and we’ll do it”.
They are quite a diverse group with about half
working, so we will have to make the best use of
the time. About half of them have said they will
help most of the time, and others have commitments and can only do the odd bits and pieces,
but I know that and can work round it. We currently have about 160 colonies between us, and
with expected expansion we will probably have
200 by the end of 2010. Communication is totally be email and the future dates are circulated
as far in advance as possible.
At the time of writing it is still mid winter, but
my plans are:◆ To continue with the bee improvement I have
written about elsewhere.
◆ Train several members to use computerised
morphometry. This will be DrawWing in
conjunction with MorphPlot.
◆ Make everything open to all members including teaching and queens or queen cells.
◆ Possibly sell queens.
◆ Make up nuclei for sale
◆ Assess members’ bees for breeding/culling
◆ Raise queen cells by punched cell, grafting
into plastic cups, cell plug and Hopkins
method. This will be varied depending
on needs.
◆ Cell building using the John Harding system
and queenless colony. We may occasionally
use a queenright colony.
◆ Mating in predominantly full size frame nuc’s,
either 4/5 frame or 2 frame. We will use mini
nucs and small frame nucs as back up.
I have already made a slightly modified John
Harding set-up as per a previous BIM (No. 31). It
is now on the BIBBA website. It is intended that
this will be operational all summer and I have
high hopes for it.
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

All members of the group are willing to take
queens for trial and assessment and report back
the success. If queens that have been distributed to members are good we will only take
larvae for further queen rearing, not the queens.
I’m hoping this will prove successful and I would
encourage others to do the same in their own
areas. We are using existing facilities and
minimal equipment so are efficient and little
cost involved. This is really what the Local
Queen Programme (see last issue of BIM) is
all about.
Roger Patterson

Using the
Warnholz Mini BiVo
small mating nuc
Bivo nuc
The BIBBA stand at the National Honey Show was
close to Thorne’s display and sales area and
they were selling a type of mating nuc that I
have never seen before (Fig. 1). It is similar to

Fig. 1 View of Mini BiVo box with cover removed.

an Apidea (see cover illustration), but has only
two frames, which are smaller than those of the
Apidea.
17
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My first thoughts were that it was so small that
it would be difficult to use and that it would be
especially difficult for a beginner to achieve any
useful results.
During slack times on the stand I was able to
put in a good deal of thought into how this device could be rendered more useful for small
scale and large scale users alike. What I have
come up with has not been tested or proven, but
each individual feature has been tested in some
way or another in the past, and the designs are
based on a large amount of knowledge and a
great deal of experience of mating nucs, so
although untested I have no hesitation in saying
that the methods proposed will be successful.

or basting brush: a minor feature, but one that
will speed up the relatively difficult process of
getting the frames drawn out.
Getting the bees to draw these small frames in
the nuc itself would be very difficult, so we need
to provide some assistance for the act of comb
drawing. I will offer two methods; the first of
these is a a drawing frame that will allow a small
number to be drawn in a National hive.
Drawing frame
The adaptor frame depicted in Fig. 3 will allow

Bivo frame
The small frames (Fig. 2) are injection moulded
in one piece and they include a starter strip of

Fig. 3 Drawing frame for six Mini BiVo frames

up to six of the Mini BiVo frames to be drawn in
a National brood box. Feeding of syrup is to be
advised while this is happening. I would not recommend that more than one of these frames is
introduced per colony at any one time, but once
one frame has been part completed a further
one could be inserted.
The retaining caps are cut from hardwood
lollipop sticks and need to be trimmed down to
15 mm width using a sharp craft knife or chisel.
The small pads will require 1mm pilot holes to
be drilled for the 9mm gimp pins that secure
them.

Fig. 2 Mini BiVo plastic frame.

plastic that has a hexagon pattern on it. There
is a semicircular cut-out in one side of the top
bar so that two such cut-outs can be opposed
and used as a hole through which to introduce
the queen cell. There are two spacing lugs on
the upper surface of the top bar that will stop
any Cobex* inner cover from sagging enough to
obstruct the bee space over the frame tops.
The starter strips are not coated with beeswax,
but I think they would benefit from this. Just
brush on clean melted beeswax using a cooking
18

Three is a sensible minimum for the number of
BiVo mating hives, even if only one queen is
your aim as the extras give scope for selection
and extra practice. However if one single Mini
BiVo is being trialled, then it will be possible to
use the introduction frame outlined below to get
the two frames drawn. Owing to the different
design of the introduction frame which has
some barriers on its face, it will take longer for
the frames to be drawn and they may not get
populated by brood.
Introduction frame
The introduction frame (Fig. 5) is a little different. It uses another type of lollipop stick that is
10mm x 114mm (Fig. 4). The spacing of these
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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Fig. 4 “Dogbone” lolly stick.

The second method offered is for when large
numbers of frames are to be drawn out. We
require a similar technique to that used for
Apidea mating nucs — which is a purpose built
box that can fit on top of a National brood box.
BiVo drawing box (Fig. 7)
High density polystyrene is chosen for the insulation as it is too hard for the bees to chew to
pieces. This insulation helps comb drawing at
early and late times of the season, particularly if
used in conjunction with the insulated roof
detailed at –
http://dave-cushman.net/bee/rroof.html
The box can hold twenty four BiVo frames and
one row has been left out of the drawing to
show rail construction and dimensions.

Fig. 5 Introduction frame.

is important and you should first make two
gauge pieces that are 3mm wide and 5mm wide,
which are used to control the gaps precisely
during assembly. Cut 4mm off one end of each
stick to enable a good butt joint to be made.
These designs are somewhat fiddly in construction and it is hoped that the appliance trade may
pick up on this and offer the devices for sale.
The internal framework is made from material
18mm thick x 27mm wide and some ends are
rebated into the other members by 3mm.
The septum between the two frames (Fig. 6) is
quite important as it has to allow communication between the two small frames of bees and
the drawing at right should clarify the details of
this part.

Fig. 7 Drawing box for 24 Mini BiVo frames.

Fig. 6 Introduction frame septum.
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This design is suitable for both top or bottom
bee space use and comb drawing would benefit
from installation over a strong colony. Comb
drawing, whether in a frame or box, does not
require to be complete — the frames can be
utilised in the mating nucs as soon as they have
about 30% brood or stores deposited in them.
The Mini BiVo is intended to be filled with bees
from the bottom via the yellow plastic sliding
panel. In order that feed is not spilled during
this process we use fondant as the feed on first
use. The fondant should be cut in irregular
shaped bars about 20mm x 20mm; vary the
sizes and angles of the faces of the bars so that
19
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they cannot stick together. Top-up feeds will
be done through the lid and will be syrup.
Even though we are providing drawn or partdrawn frames, these nucs will benefit from
confinement in a cool place for two or three
days, although the more filled with sealed brood
the better.
The number of bees used to fill the box: after
some form of sorting to remove older bees,
dampen the bees with weak sugar syrup using a
small pressure spray. Measure the bees using a
standard vending cup as detailed on the page
http://dave-cushman.net/bee/milkscoop.html.
But only fill the cup 70% full of bees.
*Cobex is a transparent plastic sheeting used for
making sidecar windows and can be obtained
from motorcycle accessory shops.
Dave Cushman

The Harding
Mini Nucleus
Complete System

• Is there enough space for the queen to lay?
• Can two or more mini nuclei be united?
• Can transfer of the queen be done without
finding her?
• Is there enough space for food?
• Mini nuclei are a target to be robbed out.
• Is there an easy way to feed to stimulate the
virgin queen to get mated?
• Is there enough ventilation?
• What happens if family, work or holidays
intervene?
• Weather plays a large part to the success of a
mini nucleus.
As with all my projects I do like to get value for
money in anything I make, with everything having two uses or more in life. The same applies
with this system that started with the size of the
nucleus box and frame. Most of my equipment
is National. This was the basis for the design for
this particular system.
The design.
The mini nucleus is 9 inches square with depth
being either super or brood, as shown in Fig. 1.

I know mini nuclei have been round for a long
time, so why try to improve or even standardise?
Who put that mountain there if it wasn't to be
climbed the most difficult way possible? I would
have used a helicopter to get to the end result,
because the end result is the same — it’s just
how much joy, effort and satisfaction you want
to get out of it.
I have seen many different types of mini nuclei.
They all have one purpose: to supply a small
portable box, so that the queen cell/virgin
queen can get mated in a designated area for
the correct drone mating. Well, that sounds
good to me.
But as always, there are questions:
• Why put a handful of bees under so much
stress of building comb?
• The mini nuclei can’t be used for anything
else.
• Are there enough bees to sustain a virgin
queen?
• Are there enough bees of the right age?
20

Fig. 1 Harding mini nuclei, brood and super depth.
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It takes 6 mini frames, which are approximately
half the width of a super frame or brood frame
(nothing new there, I hear you say).
The roof has a 68mm hole drilled to take a
honey jar feeder, as shown.
The floor is removable with a couple of screws
and with a central 22mm bottom entrance.
The debris floor also has 1/8 inch saw cuts the
width of each frame and routered with 45 degree angle to dispense the debris (as explained
in “The Harding Hive Debris Floor,” BIM 32, p.5).
Interchangeability was crucial to the system’s
success.
Additional equipment was made to ensure there
was some way of getting the frames drawn and
filled with stores and a supply of bees, so a
specially designed super came into being.
The mini nucleus frame super
A super was made to take 26 mini frames with a
division board in the middle; again this could
also be made to brood frame size (Fig. 2).

The following season with drawn comb, I would
put this on the donor hive for wintering.
When queen cells are almost ready, prepare the
above hive by finding the queen, just making
sure she is in the brood box. Put on the queen
excluder and replace the mini frame super on
top of the queen excluder. You can now go to
this hive a few days later and take out the
frames complete with bees, with very little
disturbance and knowing you do not have
the queen.
Making up the mini nucleus
A few days before the queen cells are to be
transferred make up mini nuclei. Don’t forget to
block the entrance at the base with a small piece
of sponge. An old honey jar lid with a few small
holes is used to cover the feedhole in the roof.
Take each frame with bees and place it gently
into the nucleus. If the frames are not all drawn
then equalise them out putting frames of brood
in the centre and frames with food or foundation
on the outside. These frames will now have
fresh stores, pollen and brood that will
strengthen the nucleus when it most needs it.
The new emerging young nurse bees will help to
stimulate the virgin queen to get mated.
I always have felt the more bees you have in
your nucleus the better chance and start in life
your virgin queen will have when she emerges.
If you need to shake in a few more then go
ahead — the more the better at this stage, as
this nucleus will deplete rapidly in numbers over
the coming two to three weeks, due to bees
drifting, dying or just getting lost. However you
do have the luxury of new nurse bees emerging
from the mini frames given.

Fig. 2 Mini frames drawn out over a strong brood box.

The frames are simple and basic to make having
four sides. Spacing may be by Hoffman or
metal ends (your choice). If you do not wish to
use any spacing, I hope that you can appreciate
that the frames are very easy to make and assemble. Due to the frames’ small size, my
preference is not to use any spacing except
when moving the mini nuclei in the car.
First of all the super with mini frames is placed
above the brood box on a strong donor hive
with the queen excluder now above this. Any
additional supers can be put above the queen
excluder in early spring. This gives the hive
extra room and space for the queen to lay into.
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

The mini nucleus can now be taken to a new
home. Because of its rigidity and lightweight
design it can be strapped, using a hive strap, to
a post, tree or any upright structure that is
secure. I have made a two-tier wooden structure
that will hold 10 mini nuclei; you may want to do
the same. The purpose was to take advantage
of the bottom entrance. Take out the jar lid
from the roof and replace with a jar of syrup.
This is given to help calm the bees and make
sure it puts them in the right mood to accept the
queen cell. Don’t forget to take the sponge out
of the bottom entrance. I always put some grass
in the entrance to stop too many bees coming
out and getting lost. Within a few hours this will
have dried and fallen out from the activity of
the bees.
On the 14th-ish day of the queen cell, transfer it
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to the mini nucleus using a hosepipe protector
(Fig. 3: cut hosepipe into 1inch length and slit
one end that will then gently slide over the
queen cell easily). There is no need to take off
the roof — just take off the feed jar and gently
place the cell in between two frames causing as
little disturbance as possible.

dictates (Fig. 4). When you have decided queen
A’s future you now have 2/3/4 mini nuclei ready
for more queen cells unless you want to unite
these now queenless nuclei with a queenright B
nucleus. Therefore delaying queen B future until
you are ready. This system is so flexible in
terms of what you want to do and when you
want to do it, just in case time is not on your
side.

Fig. 3 Holder with queen cell protected by hosepipe.

Now leave and pray that the weather holds out,
always making sure there is syrup available. For
the past two years the weather has changed for
the worse on May 15th 2007 and May 14th
2008.
Two to three weeks later pollen will be seen
going in, which is a very good sign and your excitement will drive the urge to look in and find a
new mated laying queen: what a sight to behold,
it makes everything worthwhile.
After the queens are mated
You've got your newly mated queens, so what
are you going to do with them?
I do not like using any queen in production
colonies until I have seen her brood and offspring. Problem: a young mated queen clamouring for space to lay. If I leave her she will
swarm, with all the good work going out of the
window. What I need is to keep her stimulated
and laying with extra frame space. She is now
going to help me produce the next generation
of mini nuclei.
I did say earlier that the base comes off with a
couple of screws so another mini nucleus is
placed on top, with either drawn or foundation
frames. If extra space is needed, so as to delay
when you want to use the newly mated queen,
then keep going with more mini nuclei, feeding
as and when necessary or as the weather
22

Fig. 4 One brood depth and two super depth mimi nuclei
united for wintering.

Finding the queen can be difficult on some occasions but you may want to transfer on to normal
size brood frames.
• Take the floor off two mini nuclei, one preferably queenless or empty with frames.
• Place both, on top of a nucleus with frames of
same 9-inch width.
• The bees will soon unite and use the brood
frames.
• The only way out is through the entrance of
the larger nucleus
• When you see the queen laying on the brood
frames then the mini nuclei can be recycled
elsewhere.
Queens on tap so to speak, without the rush or
panic, even if the weather changes, the extra
space given will keep them happy for a few
weeks.
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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Now you have a system, which you can work
around the family, work, holidays and the
weather.
Some design features
The entrance: why in the base and why 22mm?
The original idea of 9inches square was for 4
mini nuclei to fit on top of a National hive with
the entrances being at the front of each mini nucleus and facing a different direction. The heat
from the hive below would help the mini nuclei
control temperature. However things evolve and
get changed with different experiments. It happened in this case as follows:
Any mini nucleus system is under threat of
attack from robbers when the entrance is used
at the front. Many hours have been spent
watching and cringeing at the loss of another
good queen being destroyed by predators. Until
one day by accident, on one of my earlier experiments a mini nucleus had fallen off its stand and
had been in this position, on its front, for a few
weeks with the entrance now underneath but
still off the ground. Rather than move it I
watched it and to my surprise the defence
mechanism was far better when robbers were
about, whereas front-entrance nuclei were well
under attack, this nucleus was handling the
problem. It was stronger in brood and food due
to possibly having less stress within. So the
following year I introduced base entrances in
all mini nuclei with not one being attacked or
robbed out.
The above was a “read what you see” moment!
I experimented with varying size entrances from
15mm up to 68mm. The reason I chose 22mm,
was that the larger the entrance the more guard
bees were needed. When it was smaller it was
propolised, so 22mm was the perfect size for
guard bees to protect — and I had the right size
plastic pipe available; how lucky was that?
Where you have mini nuclei in close proximity
then bees and queens on their mating flight can
be distracted. A form of identification was
needed. Having dealt with electrics, car mechanics, woodworking and plumbing over the years,
22mm white plastic plumbing pipe was always in
the garage so this was used and cut to varying
lengths with different colour tape being put
around it. This then fits neatly in the base hole
and solves the problem of drifting, giving
further protection and identification.
The same debris floor is used in the mini
nucleus system, as in the nucleus and hive floor
that becomes part of the nest, which is
explained as The Harding Hive Debris Floor.
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

Overwintering
When you or the season has finished and all the
new queens have been disposed of, the frames
complete with bees and brood can be put into
your mini frame super. This is placed back
above the brood box and below the queen excluder ready for next spring.
Or you can merge as many mini nuclei as you
wish, to overwinter (Fig. 4), which I have done
very successfully. By using the old queens from
any exchanges done from that year, their job is
done but they can be held in reserve in these
smaller hives. They have just as much room as a
standard national brood if they are stacked in
this way and just in case of any failures they will
be there ready for you at any time. More importantly, they will be there next spring being
replaced by next year’s older queens, as the
year goes on. Please note hive strap holding
mini nucleus to concrete post.
I always prefer to overwinter with a minimum of
two brood boxes with one super or mini
nucleus-frame super on my national production
hives. I have said before the best insulation is
bees but with plenty of ventilation therefore
cutting down on condensation and moisture
creating a dryer atmosphere (it’s what would
they have if in the wild). If they go into winter
strong then it makes spring easier, and the
brood and food left in the mini nuclei gives a
boost at a much needed time and it will give
space for winter stores.
The success of the queen rearing will determine
whether I split the double brood in that season,
increasing my stocks yet again. That is the unknown. As we all know, nothing can be perfectly
planned with beekeeping, you have to adapt to
what you see in front of you.
Conclusion
The above is a complete mini nucleus hive
system.
Benefits:
• Easy to transport due to symmetrical size and
design.
• Three or four mini nuclei can be carried at
once using a hive strap.
• Easy debris clearance using the Harding hive
debris floor.
• Plenty of ventilation.
• Easy to produce frames with food and brood.
• Less stress on the bees used.
• Ease in putting in queen cell.
• Bees have less work to do in building comb,
so....
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• More attention will be given to the virgin.
• Nuclei easy to make up with frames and bees.
• Quick and easy way for the virgin and bees to
identify 22mm entrance.
• Extra space can be given when needed.
• Delay in using any mated queen if you’re not
ready.
• Easy to feed.
• Less likely to get robbed out.
• The system can work round family, work and
holidays.
• It can be left in use over winter until needed
in spring.
• It’s also a perfect size hive to train a child.
John Harding

My approach to
bee improvement –
have I made
progress?
This is a follow-up to my article in Bee Improvement Magazine Issue No. 30 where I wrote about
my experiences of selecting, rigorously culling
and breeding queens from bad tempered and
apparently hopelessly mongrelised bees.
I have been keeping bees since 1963 and had a
spell of about 15 years out of active beekeeping,
although I maintained a link with my local BKA,
and continued to go to meetings and help with
demonstrations. I returned in about 2001 and
was given five colonies by various beekeepers,
as a “thank you” for continuing to help when I
had no bees of my own. They were all mainly
yellowish with very little dark about them and
what I considered badly behaved, but typical of
the bees in my area. What I call “British Standard
Mongrels”.
I decided to see if I could improve the bees in
my locality and end up with a “native type” bee
without bringing in breeding material from outside my immediate area. If the resulting bees
had a high degree of A.m.m. that would be a
bonus. We are usually told this can’t be done,
and you can’t improve mongrels, so I had a
24

challenge on my hands. I am well known in
West Sussex and I knew I could enjoy the
support of local beekeepers, many of whom had
rather poor bees themselves. Not so long ago
there was a local importer of New Zealand
“Italians”, and these are still an influence,
although now much less than they were. To the
best of my knowledge the only A.m.m. brought
into the area was one Galtee queen about 15
miles away where the beekeeper quickly rejected
it due to “chalk brood”. I knew that any A.m.m.
element would be extremely small, and to be
successful I would have to do heavy culling.
I started by raising queens from all the five
colonies I had and selected on colour, where I
culled any queens that were yellow or produced
yellow drones. I know it will be seen by some as
the wrong move, but it worked very quickly.
When I started there were only about 10% of
bees without yellow bands in colonies, and very
soon it was around 50%. I could then start to introduce other criteria including temper, calmness on the comb and the ability to be worked
on single national brood chambers all year
round. There was tremendous progress made in
the first two or three years which surprised me.
One great regret is that I didn’t measure wings
of the bees in the colonies I had at that time.
I had made progress so quickly that I could
distribute queens and queen cells to other beekeepers, and by maintaining close contact I was
able to monitor their colonies, cull the undesirable queens and replace with others. I had a
stroke of luck in that we had an influx of beginners at my local BKA who were extremely promising, and some have turned out to be exceptionally good and responsible beekeepers. They
have helped me a great deal, and we have just
formed a queen rearing section of about 15
serious beekeepers. Between us we have around
160 colonies, that could probably rise to 200 by
the end of the year. In 2010 we aim to raise in
excess of 150 queens to distribute in our area.
We hope to involve the whole membership by
assessing their colonies and either using their
material or culling the undesirable elements.
I mentally split my colonies into two roughly
equal groups and am continually looking to
improve the worse group. For that reason I try
to make sure I have queen cells available most
of the time. I know it will be frowned upon by
some but I am quite happy to use natural queen
cells. Swarm cells if they come from good
colonies are quite acceptable, and providing you
are careful I see no problem with emergency
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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cells. I have had really good queens from both.
I also use the punched cell method and in 2010
we intend to use other methods as well.
In 2005 I measured wings manually and I
thought the results were quite good, but I have
not measured again until recently. Peter Edwards of Stratford upon Avon and I recently tutored at a weekend event in the Isle of Man,
where Peter demonstrated computerised morphometry using ‘DrawWing’ and his own spreadsheet ‘MorphPlot’. Both are downloadable from
BIBBA website. With the aid of a slide copier and
some considerable patience I have managed to
measure a number of samples, not only for myself but others as well.
Wing morphometry is only one tool used in
determining the sub species or degree of
hybridisation, but it is a reasonable indication
of the progress made. Set out below are the
results and comments of the first ten of my
colonies that have been measured at random.
They vary widely from colonies I have been
selecting over several years to recently acquired
swarms. I have invited John Dews to make
comments about them and I hope the reader will
find these useful. One problem I have found is
there is little information available on interpreting the results that are outside the “boxes”. In
order to make improvements most of us need to
know if a particular queen is worth breeding
from, not breeding from but producing drones,
or culling. I am hoping to address this problem
soon as it can be confusing: e.g. it is only
A.m.m. that has a negative discoidal shift with
the maximum cubital index of 2.1, yet I have
had several samples with a negative DS and CI in
excess of 3.0. There are too many of them to be
freaks or distortions and I think they must mean
something, but can’t find any information.
During writing this article I tried to find information but largely drew a blank, but found a page
on Dave Cushman’s website where he indicates
the same problem.
I believe there are a lot of beekeepers, especially
those new to the craft, who would make a
greater effort to improve their bees if they could
understand a bit more about what they should
be doing. Wing morphometry is a part of that
and I’m sure many would use it if it was a bit
easier to understand the results.

trying to improve my measuring techniques, and
at the moment I only want a guide of the results
of my programme. They are from 10 of the 60
colonies I manage myself, and the eight of my
own selection show quite a wide variation. The
samples vary somewhat in size and I will need to
take a full sample of young bees before queen
rearing time this summer. As John Dews
mentions it appears I have selected for negative
discoidal shift, but that is only by accident. All
my colonies show a high degree of native
characteristics.
Yellowhammer, Yaffle, Swallow, Poppy, Pear,
Oxlip, Fieldfare, Yeoman and Pignut are all
queens that have been bred by me from stock
we already had.
Swarm 1109 was collected 10-12 miles away in
2009. Colour of the workers and drones is variable and temper quite good. Swarms are usually
quickly requeened as they are rarely as good as
my own bees, but this was a fairly late swarm
and I had no spare queen available. This is
similar to many that are in existence throughout
the country. As the temper is quite good many
beekeepers would breed from this colony, but as
the scattergram shows the results would be
extremely variable.
Blackcap was a swarm donated by a member of
my BKA in 2009. He lives on the edge of our
area. They are predominantly dark with dark
drones and the temper good. The A.m.m. influence John refers to is probably as a result of
crossing with “my” drones, or perhaps I let him
have a queen or queen cell. Without the morphometry I might have been tempted to leave
them, but I now have information available that
suggests I should cull, and quickly.
Below in italics are the comments made by John
Dews about the scattergrams (Figs. 1-10) and
questions I asked him.
Blackcap - Typically hybrid type with some small
native influence. Cull.

My comments on the colonies featured
All the samples are taken from the brood chamber at random and are not all young bees. I
know this is not the correct approach, but I am
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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Fieldfare - About 40% native type - could be
selectively improved.

Swallow - Not much sign of native but
behaviour is good. I would not breed
from this if there were others that were
much better.

Swarm 1109 - About 100% foreign - very
peculiar pattern with three long “legs”
rather than a more evenly distributed
pattern - reject.

Oxlip - About 50% native. Your selection criteria
seems to be selecting for negative DS.
Continue to select.

26

Pear - Comments as for Oxlip - but higher CI. If
the other things you select for are
present continue, if not, don't.

Poppy - The best so far.

Yeoman - Once again you appear to have
unknowingly selected for negative DS.

Yaffle - The points are widely spread indicating
cross breeding. Otherwise you seem
also in this case to have selected towards
negative DS. I don't know why this is - it
is a new phenomenon to me, but please
see further comments below.

BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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Yellowhammer - The best CI/DS. Continue
selecting

Pignut - This falls within the native standard.
Potentially the best breeder colony. Quite
remarkable in the circumstances.

MorphPlot also records the Hantel index, but Dr.
Goetze considered this index became obsolete
since the DS incorporates all the wing information from other indices apart from CI. The length
and width of the fore wing together with some
other angles are also measured when doing a 40
character examination on a full species study,
but these are unnecessary when looking at
A.m.m. The measurement of CI, DS, abdominal
colour, tomenta, overhairs and proboscis are
sufficient for a thorough indentification of
A.m.m..
In a mongrel area I think you are right to select
on the basis of the native behavioural characters you value. It is interesting to see how the
DS (and in some cases, the CI) appears to have
moved nearer to the native standard. Scattergrams also indicate the degree of genetic
stability. This is necessary to obtain consistent
results. A tight closely knit pattern is the aim.
Morphometry can tell you where you have come
from and where you are with hope that the
trend will continue favourably in the future. I am
fortunate to live in a genetically stable native
bee area so I have only to select for behaviour,
i.e. good temper and varroa resistance, with
very few rejects for bad temper.

John and I have exchanged several emails and I
have extracted and edited some of his comments as below:If you are able to get some I.I. done I suggest
you use drones and queens for reciprocal
crosses of Yellowhammer and Poppy.
I cannot recommend any samples as suitable
just for drone production. Apart from the
rejects I would use all the other colonies for both
drone and queen rearing thereby getting the
type of bee you require without loss of potentially good stock.
When selecting for colour you ought to look for
dark bees with narrow tomenta. The Dark bee
is the only subspecies with narrow tomenta.
Medium tomenta would indicate a hybrid. Wide
tomenta would indicate Carniolan, Caucasian
and other south east European bees.
What other measurements were you considering? You could measure the proboscis, and the
length of the overhairs on the 5th abdominal
tergite, but both of these are time consuming
and beyond the skill of most beekeepers.
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Regarding your point about the CI upper limit of
2.0 or 2.1 it doesn't really make much difference, provided the average is below 1.8 and the
majority are within the A.m.m. sector. The overall pattern and position are more important. The
CI average of Pignut is 1.763.
I wouldn't worry about inbreeding - it is highly
unlikely to happen in your area with the genetic
mix you have. It is in any case welcome as a
sign that you have a genetically stable population within flying distance of your hives and that
you can expect consistent results in your breeding programme. If it did become noticeable and
detrimental, you could bring in a queen from
elsewhere that had the same behavioural and
morphometric traits preferably from an area
with similar climatic and foraging conditions.
Inbreeding is caused by a shortage of sex alleles
in the local honeybee population. I believe there
are about 16 different sex alleles. When an egg
is fertilised by a sperm having a different allele
the result is a female bee (eg. 2+5, 3+9). If an
egg is fertilised by a sperm carrying the same
allele the result is a diploid drone (e.g. 2+2,
6+6). These are usually detected by the nurse
bees and removed leading to the appearance of
27
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pepperpot brood that is not otherwise caused by
chalk or some other brood disease or hygienic
(varroa) behaviour. At its worst 50% of the
brood is affected and the colony cannot thrive
due to a shortage of young worker bees. I raised
several pure mated generations of queens at
Fountains Abbey from B8 (see below) followed by
another 4 or 5 generations at Spurn Point and 2
generations of I.I. in 2000 and 2002 without inbreeding showing in the brood.
Regarding the samples with negative DS and CI
in excess of 3 please refer to the table of external characters on page 24 of Breeding Better
Bees, 2nd edition. You will see that Carniolans
are listed with the highest CI and this is probably the cause of the bees above CI 3. See also
the scattergrams on page 39. B8, with a compact scattergram, was one of my first breeder
queens at Fountains Abbey. The other 2 scattergrams were from real colonies in West Yorkshire. The comments are from Professor
Ruttner.
A further note on discoidal shift
I noted in my comments above that your selection for native behavioural characters appeared
unwittingly to have also selected towards a more
negative DS. I am reminded of the first article I
wrote for BIBBA in which I quoted M. Louis who
had noted that there was a gradual change
(cline) from positive to negative DS from the
south (and beyond into North Africa) to the
north of France. My studies at that time found
that the DS became more negative the further
north one obtained samples in Britain. Whilst
Louis measured DS simply in terms of negative,
zero or positive, it was this discovery that
prompted me to measure the shift more accurately in degrees of movement. Dr. Goetze, who
first described discoidal shift, remarked on the
influence of a northern climate on discoidal
shift. There might be a PhD in this for some
enterprising young student!
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Conclusion
I run my own bees largely in conjunction with
those of my local BKA in three apiaries, one with
30 colonies and two with around 15-20 each.
The furthest two are five miles apart and two are
a mile and a half apart. The vast majority of mating is done at these sites. There have only been
a few yellow drones seen in these apiaries for
several years now.
There is still a fairly high degree of yellow workers in many matings and I am hoping to address
this by assessing more colonies in the area and
replacing undesirable queens. As a result of discouraging local beekeepers from using imported
queens in the last few years, we have drastically
reduced their use locally, and I think things will
improve considerably.
What is a bit confusing is that larvae taken from
a colony with a dark queen that is producing
dark drones and almost 100% dark workers can
produce a fairly high proportion of “yellowish”
queens from those larvae.
This bee improvement programme is ongoing,
and the formation of a local group will make it
easier. We have come a long way in a short time
and if possible I am hoping to improve the
A.m.m. element considerably. Morphometry will
help, but as already mentioned I need a simple
way of determining what I should cull and what I
should breed from. I also need information on
the techniques used to help me achieve this. I’m
sure others have the same problem and I’m
hoping we can put information on the BIBBA
website.
I know Pignut is showing great promise, but
there is a lot more work to do, and I guess the
next move will be to make other measurements
as John Dews suggests, then DNA testing, and
that is way beyond me. What I find incredible is
that without any serious measurements being
taken I have managed to produce something so
good using such simple methods to select. If I
can do it, so can everyone else and this is why I
proposed the Local Queen Programme.
John Dews mentions ‘MorphPlot’ recording the
Hantel Index. ‘MorphPlot’ was designed by
Peter Edwards as an aid to display the results
created by ‘DrawWing’ and I suspect all he did
was include it because it was there. I am grateful
to John Dews for the help and encouragement
he has given me.
Roger Patterson
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010
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Follow-up to the
Entombment article
by Norman Walsh
Some months ago I was searching for a figure
for the ratio of wax to propolis used by bees to
blank off unwanted entrances/exits. I was unable to find a figure or even any estimates. I had
resolved to look at this problem a couple of
years previously and this strengthened my
resolve. Various circumstances have now come
together and I will shortly be in a position to
actually do the work. which will be entitled,
“An examination of wax/propolis mixes used
by bees.”
The factors involved are...
• The purchase of a vernier travelling microscope, which allows precision measurements of
length up to about 200mm. (I will write a
separate article on this later, as the device is not
very common and their use these days is rare.)
• The existence of a magnetic stirrer hotplate
with precision temperature control.
• The occurrence of a swarm occupying a
hedgehog box and erecting a curtain over the
large entrance.
• Norman Walsh's experience, as covered by his
article in Autumn 2009 Bee Improvement.
• Part of the requirements for the project was
the purchase of a large water bath, to keep all
samples at the same temperature during part of
the process. I have sourced a suitable glass container, but still have to arrange for grinding the
base flat to sit properly on the hotplate.
I wish to solicit specimens for this work.
I already have a few and have promises of others
after winter. I am looking for the “curtains” that
bees sometimes build to restrict their entrances.
Just place them in a clean envelope and send to
my home address, including a note about the
circumstances that they were found in:
Dave Cushman, 50 St. Peter's Street,
Syston, Leicester, LE7 1HJ, UK.
When completed the work will be published
here.
I have also received a letter from Brian Milward...
November 6th 2009
“Referring to: (1) The article in Bee Improvement Magazine by Norman Walsh, Autumn 2009
(No. 32, p16) (2) Dave Cushman’s “Digressions”
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

column in Autumn 2009 issue 35 (p 38) of the
GBBG Newsletter The Four Seasons.”
Brian also enclosed an article by Bob Gilbert
which appeared in the Warwickshire Beekeeping
Association Magazine in November 2009 (issue
583 pp 3 & 4) which purports to report an article
that appeared in the now defunct journal British
Bee Journal (BBJ) in May 1879, an extract from
which is reproduced here:
“In describing the operation of uniting, which
has been, and is considered a risky performance, there are rules to be observed which,
although not infallible, may be accepted as the
best for every-day guidance. We have in former
articles shown that it is not politic to endeavor
to unite a costly queen with old bees under any
circumstances, for the probabilities are that the
latter will encase the former, and so injure her
that if death does not immediately ensue she
will be rendered comparatively valueless.
It does not appear to be understood whether the
act of encasement arises from love or hatred.
We have been inclined to believe that the former
influenced the destroying act; but it may be a
perfectly natural embrace intended to stimulate
the queen into activity. Be it how it may, with
our present light we would not advise the introduction of a valuable Ligurian queen to a stock
that has long been queenless, but would prefer
to remove a common queen from a prosperous
colony in which there are plenty of eggs, young
brood, and hatching bees. We would then take
the Ligurian queen, and putting her (alone) into
a cage, and would fix her amongst the brood by
passing a long pin through the cage, and into
one of the combs, and closing the hive would
leave her for forty-eight hours, when we would
set her free, and if well received by the bees
would close the hive and leave her.
Immediately after the long frost we were examining a series of hives, and in one row found no
less than five cases of queen encasement, the
balls of bees being separated from the cluster
and lying, or rather rolling, on the bottom of the
hive and frames. Seeing so many instances, our
junior suggested that possibly the bees were
stimulating their queen to oviposition and
perhaps that is the solution of the question.
Having got the idea we think it easy to trace the
reason for so much encasement of queens by
old bees — i.e. those that know instinctively that
eggs are a positive necessity, also, the loss of
old queens in spring — i.e. when they require a
good deal of stimulation (hugging) to make
them commence laying; and it may account for
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some queens being encased and others happily
received under apparently similar conditions the
encasement being caused by the bee's perception of the queen's condition respectively, one
being ready to begin laying, another immature
and requiring stimulus. This is, we think, a new
idea, and one worth pursuing.”
The BBJ editor added a note about the type of
cage used –
“The cage is formed of a piece of wirework or
perforated zinc, rolled or beaten into a flat tube,
about four inches long.”
The article comments that five similar queen
encasements were found in one row of hives,
but the tone of the article suggests that such
encasements are not unknown (this is not to say
that the bees were fully entombed).
I have introduced many thousands of queens
over a long period of years and many variable
conditions. I have never come across such an
entombment event, in fact the first I knew about
it was when Norman produced the cages at the
Gormanston Summer School.
We can infer from the date of the BBJ article that
the bees involved were of indigenous stock and
that the Ligurian queens mentioned were somewhat of a novelty at the time. We also know that
the queens being introduced by Norman were of
good Apis mellifera mellifera lineage.
I have used Butler cages of the type described
many, many times, yet the only hole blockage I
can remember amounts to a small number of
cases of the odd hole being blocked by propolis.
The article talks of “encasement” but does not
qualify that further, it may be that they were
meaning what we would call “balling”.
Dave Cushman

there is a need. Following a request the latest
one is “Native and Near Native Bees”. A lot of
beginners have an interest in native bees and
this is an excellent opportunity to tell them
about the many positives.
There are still many people who think all black
or mongrel bees are “native” and no doubt some
will make negative contributions, so here’s an
opportunity to put things right and educate the
beginners before they go down the road of
buying “imports”. Anything can be discussed
whether it is historical, breeding, or colony
management etc.
You will need to register in order to view and
partake. Please visit the link and see what you
can find out or contribute.
http://www.britishbee.org.uk/forum/
Roger Patterson

Morphometry
Trainers Week-end
Using and interpreting ‘Draw Wing’ morphometry programme on your own computer.
Saturday afternoon 20th and Sunday 21st March
For BIBBA members only, especially those who
would like to be Local Breeding Group Regional
Trainers, so that you can then pass these skills
on to others in your area.
Apply to Dinah Sweet by e-mail –
chairman@bibba.com if you would like to attend
this work-shop.

BBKA Forum
The forum on the BBKA website is available for
discussion on beekeeping by everyone and there
are several BIBBA Members who are regular
contributors. There are a lot of different
categories and new ones are being added when
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SUBSCRIPTION 2010
Subscriptions are due on the 1st January 2010.
Subscriptions paid by members who joined after 1st October, 2009 are not due until 2011.
The subscription for England, Scotland, Wales & Ireland is £20.00

Overseas £25.00

Payment must be in pounds sterling – either by cheque payable to BIBBA on a UK bank or by a
transfer to Alliance & Leicester PLC, Bootle, Merseyside, GIR OAA (Bank Sort Code 72-00-00
Account No. 54288 4801)
Please tick here if making electronic transfer ■
Please print in block capitals:
Name:

Membership No:

Telephone No:

E-mail address:

Full Address:

Please send the above form with cheque if applicable to:
David Allen, BIBBA Membership Secretary, 75 Newhall Road, Kirk Sandall, Doncaster DN3 1QQ
Gift Aid form available to UK taxpayers: tick here if required ■
If you wish to be excluded from the forthcoming Directory of BIBBA members, please tick here ■

Bank Standing Order
Bee Improvement & Bee Breeders’ Association
Registered Charity No. 273827.
To: The Manager,

Bank PLC.

Full address of your Bank:
On the

day of

, 2010 please pay the sum of £

(amount in words) to Alliance & Leicester PLC
Bootle, Merseyside, GIR OAA. A/c No. 72-00-05 4 288 4801 and the same amount annually on the
1st of January each year until cancelled.
Name in CAPITALS
Address:

Title:

Name of account to be debited:
Bank account No:
Signature:
BIBBA 33 - Winter 2010

Date:
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Original 1960s BIBBA individual hive record card (bottom), with simplified 1980s version (top).
See articles by Widdicombe and Denwood.

